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Arts Network is an arts and mental health charity based in Lewisham. 
We  are  a  creative  community that uses art to improve wellbeing.
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ACTIVITY 
MANDALA
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Patterns occur everywhere around us, and they can be very relaxing to look 
at. Below are some examples of pattens. Look at the images below and try 
to relax and find comfort in the repeating shapes.  

Patterns in nature 
Patterns that occur in nature that are pleasing for the eye to look at are 
known as “natural fractals”. As science has discovered, the sheer symmetry 
and cohesion of these patterns soothes the part of our brain that is constant-
ly trying to make order from the chaos around us. 

MINDFULNESS 
PATTERNS

Aloe vera plant  
Patterns in architecture 
Just as fractals occur in nature, they also appear in our artificial man-made 
environment. From ancient temples to modern architecture, re-occurring 
patterns are commonplace in large cities where architects have worked to 
create beautiful environments that soothe their busy inhabitants. 

Nautilus shell

Alexander Jacques 
Tour Espace 2000 in Paris 

The hive, Kew gardens

A mandala, which is Sanskrit for “circle” or “discoid object,” is a geometric design 
that holds a great deal of symbolism in Hindu and Buddhist cultures. Mandalas are 
believed to represent different aspects of the universe, and are used as instruments 
of meditation and symbols of prayer, most notably in China, Japan, and Tibet. 

To draw your own mandala, create a shape in one of the sections and mirror the shape 
in all of the sections that are next to each other. So each circle should have a repeat-
ing pattern, here is an example:
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ART HISTORY
YAYOI KUSAMA 
Yayoi was born in Japan in 1929. She 
loved drawing and painting and although 
her parents didn’t want her to be an artist, 
she was determined. 

She became interested in abstract art from 
a young age, she speaks of one memory 
from when she was young  in which she 
was sitting in a field of daisies and she 
felt as if the flowers began speaking to her 
and the field expanded into infinite dots, 
accompanied with a sense that she was 
dissolving into the outside world. 
Image1

‘Our earth is only one polka dot 
among a  million stars in the cosmos. 
Polka dots are a way to infinity. When 
we obliterate nature and our bodies 
with polka dots, we become part of 
the unity of our environment’ 

Living with a diagnosis of mental ill health, 
part of Kusama’s practice is a way of     
coping with mental illness and promoting 
her wellbeing. She has been open about 
her mental health, describing her art as 
a way of expressing herself and getting 
people to empathise with how she sees 
the world.  

By placing her viewers in a world of          
infinite dots and endless patterns, she 
seeks to recreate the sense of oneness 
and boundlessness which first struck her 
as a child, sitting in the field of daisies. 
She looks to bring the viewer closer to 
the art by making them feel like they are     
becoming one with the artwork.  
Image2 

She also creates environments of dots 
so that we can experience this feeling of 
self-obliteration too. She calls these rooms 
her ‘Infinity Rooms’ and creates them by 
installing hundreds of flashing coloured 
LED lights into mirrored rooms. 
Image 3 

Flower Obsession, National Gallery of Victoria,  2017 

Kusama with Pumpkin (2010) 

Yayoi Kusama, Infinity Mirrored Room, Hymn of Life, 2015

ACTIVITY 

POLKA DOT COLLAGE
Materials  

Colour paper 2 pieces  | Pen or pencil  | Markers  | Scissors | Glue   

Method 

1 Draw a shape on one of your pieces of paper it can be any shape.  

2 Fill your shape with dots, you can use a black marker or different colours it is up to 
you. Experiment with layering dots and circles on top of each other. 

3 Cut out your shape and put it aside for now.  

4 On the other piece of paper you are going make your background, fill the space 
with more dots but this time bigger and more spaced apart than the ones in your 
shape.  

5 Once you have filled your paper with dots, place your shape on top of it and play 
around with the composition, moving the shape around.  

6 Once you are happy with your composition, glue your shape on to your background.  

Experiment with this activity, maybe add more shapes to your background and try 
using different coloured papers (like the image on the cover). 
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IN FOCUS 
SALLY

Always industrious in some form of creativity, Sally has tried and mastered many   
techniques, including modelmaking, drawing and painting, writing, knitting and       
crochet, photography, embroidery, stained glass, paper mache, digital art and more.
Sally is untrained and hadn’t considered herself an artist until people called her one. 
She makes art for personal satisfaction and gifts, but takes opportunities to have work 
seen, doing the occasional craft market and commissions to try and claw back costs 
and make space.  

Have you always been interested in art?  

I always felt compelled to do art or craft. Deeply anxious, at home and school, I was unworldly, 
and self-absorbed. I had nil encouragement to do art or anything else, just plenty of confidence 
squashing, negative remarks from my dad, hostility from schoolkids for being ‘different’ (and 
people spitefully damaging my work) resulting in me habitually hiding my light under a bushel, 
so to speak, for fear of annoying or upsetting someone. Silent during childhood I hid, finding 
solace in writing, drawing, and painting (mostly animals and intricate doodling). 
At school I excelled in art subjects but was poor in most others. Seeing my work, a few people 
mainly relatives commissioned paintings but then art got put aside for years. Having left home 
at fifteen, survival took over. 

You work with many different mediums; how did you learn? 

Health issues ensured I’d never have a career. I was manically creative in my 30’s, making  
mostly 3-D stuff. I learnt on the hoof, challenging myself and improving through experimenta-
tion, one project leading to another with endless variations on ideas. I made patterns for knitted 
follies and through personal need ‘invented’ several things, including painting techniques and the 
thesaurus, both, I later discovered, existed already. I used whatever materials I imagined best 
suited something including found objects. I tried various Adult-Ed classes back when they were 
affordable, which were mostly too-basic, although the facilities proved useful. A tutor believed 
I’d get on a Fine Art course even without qualifications and helped organise a portfolio. I was a 
fish out of water: university killed off my creativity and fragile confidence. Countless books to 
read and essay writing left little time to do art. Painting and craft were disparaged, yet a ball 
of screwed-up paper was intellectualised over for hours. Disillusioned, I left prematurely with 
nothing but a diagnosis of severe dyslexia. 

How do you keep yourself motivated to do art? 

Manic compulsion and avoidance of real life was always a main motivation. An underlying          
excitement mixed with angst drives my creativity, but to make the art of meaning that I’m most 
moved to make, is a slow process -one possibly never to be     finished, so I do all sort of other 
types while biding time. 

What’s your favourite medium to work with? 

Possibly aerosol painting and some print methods. Craft-wise, crochet of silly or unlikely things 
remain favourite, and more recently needlefelting which I first tried at Art Network. 

What are the themes you enjoy exploring with your work? 

Cats are my default setting and lifelong comfort blankets; the antithesis to the often                           
uncomfortable, reoccurring themes in my art. The underdog, alienation, isolation, dis-ease. I’m 
wanting to express what I need to talk about but can’t. I veer from rather psychedelic colours to  
muddy ones. I’m fascinated by the way light and colour can give abstract art emotional content. 

How often do you do art?
 
I create in sporadic bursts. All or nothing. 
When I get focused there’s no stopping the 
Sally factory. 
Art on paper may be  occasional but              
creativity goes into many areas which are not  
art per-se.  For years, although I knitted or 
crocheted flies, spiders, pigeons and plants 
when urge struck, I did nothing with paint. 
However, creativity was redirected into   
cooking, homemaking and clothing. 
These days the responsibility of a house and            
allotment absorbs most of the time I’d      
otherwise have for making, although artist-
ry goes into my garden and allotment too, 
which are characteristically unorthodox. 

Opposite: Tryptich. Top: Lumins. Bottom: Starry-Eyed Cat / Fine thanks / Looking for Life
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Tell us a bit about the inspiration  behind your 
chosen artworks. 

These represent different styles rather than a            
connected series. The cat portrait was an exercise in 
drawing encouraged by a friend after I worried I’d lost 
the ability.
Realism is sometimes disregarded as pointless,       
uninteresting, most often by people unable to do it.  
But portraits and landscapes are  eternally popular 
outside the artworld, and copying hones skill. 
The crow is adapted realism, more illustrative for a 
poem. Starry-eyed cat is more abstracted and playful. 
I have a frequent urge for abstract. Looking for life is 
a spray paint figure. This, and both the triptych and 
sculpture/photograph are related to childhood and its 
effect throughout my life. The plants/cacti show some 
types of the hundreds made since the 1980s.         

ACTIVITY 
WRITING PATTERNS  

Patterns and rhythms are an essential part of all song writing. Being able to recognise 
patterns of imagery, sounds, and words is the way in which we can find meaning in 
any text. 

One clear way that poets and songwriters do this is by using a rhyming scheme. This 
is how the rhyming words are structured throughout a poem. This is clear if you think 
of your favourite song, and notice how the language follows a set rhythm and struc-
ture. 

This exercise is all about using a structure to create a poem. Don’t worry if this seems 
daunting, you can borrow a structure that you know already. 

Think of a song that you know well or listen to often. Then change the words of the 
song, but stick to the same amount of syllables, and rhyming patterns. 
Here is an example using the first lines of Blackbird by the Beatles: 

Blackbird singing in the dead of night, 
Take these broken wings and learn to fly, 

All your life, 
You were only waiting for this moment to arrive. 

Using this as a reference, I then change the words to create my own lyrics using their 
rhythm. 

Looking at the sky before taking flight, 
Into my dreams beneath tired eyes, 

Night so bright, 
Awaking in the day to see the wind move through the rye 

Notice how the rhyming words don’t have to be exact rhymes. ‘Rye’ doesn’t perfectly 
rhyme with ‘arrive’, and ‘bright’ doesn’t perfectly rhyme with ‘life’. That’s okay, its 
more important that the words sound the same. The same goes for the lengths of 
each line, if it is a syllable more or less it doesn’t matter. 

Once you have your own verse, sing it back to yourself to the tune of the original 
song. Or if you would rather, play the song whilst reading the lines. Does it fit? 

Now you can go on the write a whole song using the original as a reference, or try 
using some other songs and seeing how their structures work. 

If you want to challenge yourself even more, you can use the original song’s rhyme 
pattern but change the rhyme. So instead of looking for words that rhyme with night 
in ‘Blackbird’ you could find words that rhyme with day. 

If you give this exercise a try at home, we would love to hear how you get on. Send 
in your songs to us either via social media or at info@artsnetwork.org.uk

How has Arts Network impacted your 
life? 

It’s been a life raft, creating purpose 
and stimulation, and was the first time 
in ages anyone had appreciated things I 
made. Having the chance to run a crochet      
workshop helped me feel less redundant. 
Arts Net is colourful, and chatty, although I 
tend to remain quite introvert, an insignif-
icant fly on the wall. The common ground 
of mental health issues, makes for re-as-
suring non-judgement. 

Apart from art and creativity, what other things 
do you like to do? 

I like cat-sitting for neighbours and socialising cats 
at Celia  Hammond’s.  I enjoy countryside walks 
photography and belly-dancing. 
I regret having been too shy to be filmed dancing 
fluently when    younger. I learn keyboard, and take 
part in a choir. 
I write things, sometimes getting them published. 
My most time-consuming activity is maintaining my 
garden and allotment. Utilising the annual produce is 
a monumental but rewarding task.

 
Top: Cat Portrait / Centre: Crow / Bottom: Knitted and Crocheted plants and Cacti.
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ACTIVITY 
HAND SEWN 
FACE COVERING 

6. Fold the top layer of fabric upwards, 
to meet your seam allowance, measure 
up 4cm and then sew 3 or 4 stitches 
(running stitch) into these two layers of 
fabric on each end of the crease. 
(see Top Tips below if you have not done 
a running stitch before.) 

7. These stitches have created a loop 
in the fabric, this is where you will           
create a pleat by pushing the loop flat 
(see image) then pin or tack in place. 
Repeat on the other side. 

8. Lay the fabric flat, pleat side up.  

9. Fold in half, pleated side to pleated 
side. Then sew along the two ends of 
the fabric, about 1cm from the edge of 
the fabric.  

10.Your mask is now inside out, roll it 
in on itself (like balling a sock) to turn it 
the right way round (it should then look 
like the image). It should now look more 
like a mask. 

11. Place your elastic on one side of the 
nearly completed mask, then fold the 
edge of the fabric over, creating a 1cm 
hem, then fold over 1cm again.  

12. When you sew your hem in (1cm) be 
mindful you don’t sew into your   elastic. 
Repeat on the other side.
 
13. Tie your elastic ends together, and 
your mask is now complete! 
Top Tip: Most fabric shops will sell you 
a quarter of fabric (25cm) so you can 
purchase only the amount of fabric you 
need.  

If you have a sewing machine you can 
use this pattern and make your face 
covering a lot less time! 

(Image 14) Running Stitch: is where the 
thread snakes in and out of the fabric 
(see image)

Arts Network has teamed up with SLaM 
Smile fund to bring you these face covering              
instructions. We were funded by the Smile 
fund to bring dressmaking workshops to our 
members in 2020, but due to social distancing 
we haven’t been able to open our workshop. 
Sew! We are bringing the sewing workshop to 
our members. 
All materials for this workshop have been 
provided to our members to be used in there 
workspaces, sofas or kitchen tables. Thank 
you SLaM! 

You will need 

A piece of fabric (preferably light cotton) 
35cm x 25cm long  Elastic  Polyester thread  
1x Sewing needle 2x Sewing pins Scissors 
Ruler Iron (if you have an iron, please iron at 
every stage) 

Method 

1.Cut a piece of fabric so it measures 25cm 
wide by 35cm in length. 
Then, cut out two, 2.5cm by 17.0cm sections 
out of the width of the fabric (use image as 
reference). This will reduce the amount of 
fabric in the hem and make it easier to sew.
  
2. Fold the fabric in half (see image) 

3.You should now have two layers of fabric. 
Fold the top layer of fabric upwards just over 
halfway, so the top layer is about a centimetre 
overhanging; this is your seam allowance. 

4. Measure up about 4cm from the centre fold 
and then sew 3 or 4 stitches into these two 
layers of fabric on each end of the crease. 

5.Turn fabric over. 
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ACTIVITY 
PATTERNS IN NATURE 

Beautiful patterns can be found throughout nature, think of the veins in a 
leaf, the petals of a flower, the perfectly stacked hexagons of a honeycomb, 
they all have one thing in common, symmetry.  

An example of one of the patterns commonly found in nature is the                   
‘Fibonacci Sequence’ a simple equation that creates a series of numbers that 
unlocks a pattern. 

It is simple to work out if you know where to start. Write 1 + 1 = 2  
Then add the sum of the two numbers to the previous number in the           
equation, 1 + 2 = 3. 

Continue to add the sum to the previous number to find the next number in 
the sequence, you should get the result below… 
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55 

This pattern applies to 
many things in nature.

For example hands have 8    
fingers, 5 digits on each 
hand, 3 bones in each 
finger, 2 bones in each 
thumb, 1 thumb on the  
right, 1 thumb on the left.           

Here is a similar principle the 
Fibonacci sequence called the 
‘Golden Ratio’, this shows as 
a pattern, an ever shrinking 
square that decreases in size, 
but retains it proportions.  

Does this pattern look familiar 
to you? A snail’s shell is a great 
example of repeating patterns 
in nature.  

Activity 
Look in your surroundings for objects in nature that follow this pattern. Flow-
ers? Leaves? Fruit? What can you find?
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ACTIVITY 
ORIGAMI FRACTAL  
Fractals are another infinitely repeating pattern in 
nature.  

For this activity you will need a square piece of     
paper. 

Take care when make your folds at each step as the 
direction the paper is folded in as these folds give 
the geometric pattern its shape. 

1. At each step, please note, lines drawn as a dash 
are mountain folds, lines drawn as solids are valley 
folds, folded areas are highlighted as an arrow and 
shading 

2. Fold two crosses into the paper (see image) 

3. Pinch the outer corners of the shaded areas down 
to the outer corner of the non-shaded area. All out-
er corners should now join 

4. It should look like this (see image) 

5. Fold then unfold the outer corners to the centre 

6. Fold and then unfold the one side to meet the fold 
made in the previous step 

7. Fold the unfold the outer side to meet the fold 
made in step 5 

8. Fold then unfold the outer corners to meet the 
folds made in step 5. Repeat on overleaf. 

9. Open out your paper. It should look like this 

10. Re-fold each of the smaller folds you have just 
made so that the alternate valley and mountain 
folds 

11. Keep working the folds until your fractal gains 
height!  

PUZZLE
CROSSWORD
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Centre 70 is an Advice Centre and Counselling Service based in Lambeth, we 
have been providing innovative and community-based solutions to combat 
poverty and inequality since 1970, and we’ve worked with Arts Network since 
September 2019. 

We offer holistic support through our specialist Advice Service and our BACP 
accredited Counselling and Wellbeing Service.  Our Advice Service offers   
specialist advice on debt, welfare benefits and housing, as well as utility 
debt and student finance and grants. The Counselling and Wellbeing Service      
provides free and low-cost counselling for up to 1 year, along with  Peer    
Support and wellbeing workshops. 

C70 is imbedded in the community and we run outreach at Foodbanks,       
Prisons, Housing Offices, colleges and of course at Arts Network. By making 
sure we go to places where people are already getting other services, or 
places like Arts Network where members feel safe and comfortable means 
we can reach people in our community who are often poorly served by other 
services, and this is reflected our diverse client-base. 

C70 outreach work with ArtsNetwork 

Our advisor, Ed, has been providing an advice service at Arts Network on 
Benefits, debts, and housing issues. This includes: 

· Benefits: advice on entitlements, help with forms, help if you disagree with 
a decision or want to appeal. 

· Debts: Money Management including budgeting and income maximisation, 
managing your debts and suitable strategies 

· Housing: initial information on housing situations (more complex situations 
may be referred to C70) 

“I really enjoy advising at Arts Network. It’s a different atmosphere 
from other places where I work – there’s a lot more paintbrushes 
knocking around for a start! The team are great, and I get to know 
the members and to see the excellent artwork which they produce. 
I don’t usually get a chance to join in the art but we were planning 
to run a Collage Workshop with C70 and ArtsNetwork in March, I 
was looking forward to a bit of creativity, until Covid put a stop to 
everything”. Ed

During lockdown we are still offering advice and support to members                
remotely by phone or email. There have been changes to benefits and            
other rules and regulations recently, such as holds placed on enforcement on 
debt. So if you have any questions let the team know, and they will book an         
appointment with Ed: 

To find out more visit www.centre70.org.uk or chat to any of the             
Arts Network team. 
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Arts Network is a charity that provides an inspirational and understanding                           
environment for people with mental health support needs, and challenges the stigma 

of mental health.
 

It is our firm belief that given the time, space, and support, everyone can improve 
their wellbeing and learn to manage their mental health. At Arts Network we facilitate 
this by enabling people to build relationships and enter into a community centered 

around art and artistic practice.

This Activity book is an arts network project designed to bring creativity to peoples 
home and make sure we ‘Stay connected’.

If you would like to share 
your creations with us, 

email them to:
info@artsnetwork.org.uk

Charity Number 1157803 
CompanyNumber 07897115

This issue is brought to you with the support of:

If you need any additional support

Mind
  
0300 123 3393
info@mind.org.uk

Anxiety UK 

03444 775 774  
07537 416905
support@anxietyuk.org.uk

Samaritans

116 123 
jo@samaritans.org


